FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
June 17, 2022

CONTACT
Ilyse Wolberg
Ilyse.Wolberg@mass.gov
617-360-1715

DCR Recreation Advisory:
Quabbin Reservoir in Petersham

WHAT: Beginning on Tuesday, July 5, 2022, and continuing until further notice the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) will implement a closure of the Quabbin Gate 40 parking area and interior road off Route 32A to accommodate construction work in the Town of Petersham impacting access to Dana Common. This entire area will be closed to the public for the duration of the work. Work areas will be clearly marked, and directional signage installed to guide visitors through the park.

WHERE: Quabbin Reservoir in the Town of Petersham

WHEN: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 – until further notice

###